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On 22nd May, Artcurial’s Art Deco auction will 

present a selection of René Lalique pieces from a private 

collection. Among these items, a rare pair of "Au blé" 

bronze and opalescent glass sconces and an exceptional 

plique-à-jour enamel «bouquets de fleurs bleues» necklace 

(estimate: €60,000 – 80,000 / $72,000 – 96,000)  

 

 

Swiss sculptor and designer Diego Giacometti will be 

represented with a leaf-table with birds and frogs, carrying 

an estimate of €200,000 – 250,000/ $240,000 – 300,000.  

Rare Pierre Chareau creations will also be included 

amongst the exceptional lots: a desk from 1919, a wrought 

iron set of shelves, alabaster and the most illustrative 

creations of the artist, wrought iron luminaires. Also 

remarkably rare, Jean Chauvin sculptures including 

«Incantation maternelle», a piece carved directly into the 

stone. (estimate: €30,000 – 40,000/ $36,000 – 48,000) and 

an impressive lacquered wood piece.  

 

Also garnering high interest is set of furniture by Jacques 

Quinet from an apartment decorated in 1956, and an1  

extremely beautiful Paul Dupré-Lafon desk (estimate: 

€120,000 – 150,000/ $145,000 - 180,000). 

In closing, the auction will also be punctuated by the 

dispersion of Jean-Michel Frank luminaries, Marcel Coard 

armchairs, a Pierre Legrain piece, and various interior 

articles by Jean Royère, Jean Dunand, Eugene Printz and 

Marc du Plantier… 

 

 



 
 

 

Nicknamed by Émile Gallé «the inventor of modern 

jewellery», 

René Lalique is by far the most emblematic figure of 20
th

 

century French jewellery. Establishing the eponymous 

brand in   

1892, he succeeds in breathing new life into French 

jewellery using his unique enamel technique and themes. 

The necklace featured in the 22
nd

 May Artcurial auction is a 

perfect representation of his plique-à-jour enamelling 

technique, playing with light and transparency. The nine 

bouquets of flowers represented on the medallions have a 

sensual and subtle velvety touch.  

 

 From 1912, René Lalique deserts craft jewellery to 

concentrate of glassware, following the strong industrial 

thrust of the beginning of the century, aiming to produce 

line manufactured pieces. Rarer and atypical pieces from 

this period of decorative objects are the luminaires. 

Combining  bronze and glass, these articles include a rare 

pair of "Au blé" sconces in bronze and opalescent glass 

(estimate: €60,000 – 80,000 / $72,000 – 96,000), 

documented as early as 1908 in an article in The Journal 

the Decorative Art. These sconces are the perfect vegetal 

example of the alliance of bronze frame and slightly 

opalescent blown glass. 

This chapter of the sale will conclude with the presentation 

of a vase and decoration project by Suzanne Lalique, 

daughter of René Lalique, whose work is currently to 

presented in the exhibition devoted to her work at the 

Nissim de Cammondo Museum. 

 

 

The auction will be highlighted by an exceptional Diego 

Giacometti piece: a leaf-table with birds and frogs, varying 

an estimate of €200,000 – 250,000/ $240,000 – 300,000. 

The artist’s unmistakable style is immediately recognisable 

in the green patina bronze, one of the artists hallmarks.  

A Paul Dupré-Lafon cabinet, carrying and estimate of 

€120,000 – 150,000 / $145,000 – 180,000 will undoubtedly 

attract a great deal of attention.  This unique piece was 

once part of an entire set created by Paul Dupré-Lafon for 

the private residence of the Dreyfus family, in Paris. 

 

 Pierre Chareau creations will also be represented through 

a set of rare creations. A flat desk, model MB 720 from 

1919-1920 will be presented, estimate €18,000 – 20,000 / 

$22,000 – 25,000. A suspended set of shelves, model PD 

698 comprised of three rectangular patina metal tablets 

estimate €30,000 – 40,000 / $36,000 – 48 000. Luminaires 



 
 

from the emblematic French designer will also be 

presented: a model LP 180 lamp (estimate €20,000 – 

25,000/$25,000 – 30,000) and a pair of wall sconces, model 

LA 250 (estimate: €40,000 – 60,000 / $48,000-72,000). 

 

A commission order from 1956 for a private residence 

produced several handsome pieces by Jacques Quinet: a 

side table (estimate €12,000 – 15,000 / $15,000 – 18,000), a 

pair of armchairs (estimate €15,000 – 20,000 / $18,000 – 

24,000) and a suspension light (€6,000 – 8,000/ $7,200 – 

9,600).  

 

 

Jean Chauvin, one of the precursor to abstract sculpture 

will present his unique creations, including a lacquered 

wood autographed sculpture, estimate €30,000 – 40,000/ 

$37,000 – 48,000. 

Another piece by the artist, figurative this time, will be 

included in the 22
nd

 May auction: a remarkable sculpture, 

carved directly from solid stone on a 42-cm wood base, 

«Incantation maternelle» (estimate: €30,000 – 40,000 / 

$36 000 – 48 000). A unique piece, the sculpture is one of 

the rare 23 pieces carved directly from the stone by Jean 

Chauvin, referenced to date. The plaster study of the piece 

is kept at the Centre Pompidou.  
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